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A WORLD OF PINK AND REMEMBER BETTY LAUNCH NEW MASTECTOMY BRA “THE BETTY” 

A World of Pink and Remember Betty form new partnership to bring aftercare resources to 

women with breast cancer. 

Hicksville, N.Y. – A World of Pink and Remember Betty announce their new partnership with the 

release of a new pocketed mastectomy bra named “The Betty.” This bra, available in early 

Spring, can be used by women who have undergone breast surgery to help regain their balance 

and support during their crucial aftercare healing, and also by those with natural breasts who 

want to add a stylish addition to their bra selection. 

“When I first came across Remember Betty, I was immediately hooked by their mission to help 

women who are going through, and have completed, their breast cancer treatment by offering 

financial support during the tough times that come with this disease,” said Christine A. Guarino, 

RDH, CMF, CFm, founder of A World of Pink. “I finally had the pleasure of meeting Abbie, 

Executive Director of Remember Betty, and knew we had to join forces to help as many women 

as possible.” 

Remember Betty was founded by Danny Wood—most well-known as a member of New Kids on 

the Block—in memory of his mother Betty who passed from breast cancer. The mission of this 

501(c)(3) non-profit organization is to minimize the financial burden associated with breast 

cancer for fighters and survivors to help them focus on recovery and quality of life. For more 

information on Remember Betty, visit www.RememberBetty.com.  

“I was blown away by the generosity and passion behind the mission of Remember Betty,” said 

Guarino. “The idea to create The Betty bra seemed only natural as the perfect way to help 

women while honoring Betty’s memory and Danny’s mission to spread love and support.” 

The Betty bra will have pocketed cups designed to hold breast prostheses. This will help women 

who have had mastectomies or lumpectomies regain their balance, symmetry, and confidence 

following their surgery. The stylish design is comfortable, supportive, and feminine, and can be 

enjoyed by women whether or not they have had surgery. 
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A World of Pink will also be providing Remember Betty with vouchers for bras and prostheses 

that they can give to women in need. A World of Pink will provide these items to these women 

free of charge. 

“I truly feel that our chance encounter with Remember Betty, and the resulting partnership that 

has developed, was simply meant to be,” said Guarino. “Together, we are going to change the 

lives of as many women as possible, one day at a time.” 

A World of Pink is a healthcare facility specializing in bra and prostheses fittings for women who 

have had all types of breast surgery, including mastectomies or lumpectomies. They offer post-

operative bras for support, and prostheses to closely match a patient’s skin tone. Their team 

verifies insurance to minimize out-of-pocket costs for their patients prior to each appointment. 

More information on A World of Pink can be found at www.AWorldofPink.com. 
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